Contribution Opportunity:
Eurohaptics 2022, May 22nd to 25th, Hamburg, Germany
www.eurohaptics2022.org

Eurohaptics is a major international conference and the primary European meeting for researchers in the field of human haptics and touch enabled computer applications. The conference, probably being the first on-site conference on haptics after the Corona-pandemic, covers the diverse field of research on human haptic perception and haptic engineering. Eurohaptics 2022, taking place under the auspices of the Eurohaptics Society (www.eurohaptics.org), gives you the perfect opportunity to present your company or product to a very focused target group. As a result, you will increase the visibility of your business in the haptics community and improve your contacts to state of art research. The EHC 2022 offers a variety of sponsoring opportunities to match your desired level of impact perfectly. Don’t hesitate and contact us now for your individual package!

In 2022, the Eurohaptics Society welcomes you to the wonderful maritime city of Hamburg. This creative city combining modern technology and continuous renewal with its Hanseatic traditions will embrace you during the four days of the conference. We will ensure to show and guide you to some of the hotspots accompanying the conference with unique experiences near the famous pier “Landungsbrücken” and the opera-house “Elphilharmonie”. The conference itself will take place at Hamburg University of Technology (TUHH), a young University located in the south of the city that can be reached quickly by all means of transport.

Next to the traditional activities of haptic research, we plan to add several special events to the conference, which allows to present active haptics in industrial applications and enables the knowledge transfer of experienced senior scientists to early career scientists.

Assuming a strong improvement of the global pandemic situation the conference is intended as an on-site tangible experience with a comparably small online component. The most important dates are as follows:

Paper-Submissions: December 10th, 2021
Conference: May 22nd – 25th, 2022

Sponsoring contributions and exhibitor spaces are available in packages from 1.000€ to 10.000€.

Please contact imek@tuhh.de or visit eurohaptics2022.org for more information.

Thorsten A. Kern, general chair, Hamburg University of Technology
Elisa Santella, industrial chair, GREWUS GmbH
Julius Harms, sponsoring chair, Hamburg University of Technology